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ABSTRACT
In this p a p we consider several theoretical aspects of signal design when the signalmatched filter output is required to pouus certain optimalily propaties. The problem is
formulated as a constrained minimax problem in function space. Necccsary wnditions for
optimality are obtained, and a useful numerical algorithm is derived. Several un-typrinciple-type results are also established.

1. INTRODUCTION
A particularly important problem in radar systems is the design of signals
which allow both optimal detection and unambiguous resolution of targets.
For the receiver configuration shown in Fig. 1 it is well known that passing the
noise-corrupted received signal s through a matched filter maximizes the
probability of detecting the presence of s, and that the detection probability is
independent of the detailed signal shape, with the signal energy [I, 21

being the only relevant signal quantity when the noise is white. If the noise
power spectrum is a constant amplitude of N0/2 watts/Hz, the matched-filter
output signal-to-noise ratio is given by E/N,. The proof of this is a direct
consequence of the Schwarz inequality. For any linear time-invariant filter
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Fig. 1. Basic receiver configuration.

with impulse ksponse u the output signal-to-noise ratio becomes

and when u is a matched filter [u(r)=s(t-T)], equality is attained. Clearly
then, to achieve good detection we need to ensure that our receiver is a
matched filter.
Now to achieve high resolution without detection ambiguities we also
require that the matched-filter response,

has a narrow mainlobe and small sidelobes (see Fig. 2). If $ looks like a delta
function, then the resolution is high and the detailed structure of radar targets
will he retained. If J. has a broad mainlobe and/or high sidelobes, these will
blur and confuse the radar-target properties and cause resolution problems.
One obvious theoretically attractive method for overcoming these problems
is to select the transnntted signal s to be a delta funchon; then $ is a delta
function. This is unrealistic in practice, however, because even modem radar
transmitters have peak power and bandwidth constraint~~and-thetransmitted
pulse must contain sufficient energy to satisfy the detection requirements. Thus
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Fig, 2. Typical compressed pulse.

when searching for signals it is essential to impose certain constraints an the
allowable set.
One possible approach for improving resolution is to minimize the matchedfilter sidelobe energy while constraining the bandwidth of the allowable
signals. This can be posed as an optimization problem:
2

minimize

l l f i ( r ) s ( t + ~ ) d ~ l l=JTq2(*) d*
-T

subject to

fi2(7)dr=1,

where S ( w ) is the Fourier transform of the signal s and B is its bandwidth.
This problem can be solved by transforming the cost functional into the
frequency domain, setting its Frechet derivative to zero, and only considering
real signals. The optimal signal satisfies

(0

elsewhere.
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This result is well known in radar, and the derived clutter-resistant signal has
an unsatisfactory matched-filter sidelobe structure [8].
An alternative approach, and the one we shall investigate in this paper, is
the minimax point of view. The idea is either to minimize the maximum
sidelobe level subject to certain signal constraints, or to constrain the maximum sidelobe level and optimize some signal property. For example the
minimax problem can he written as

where 5 is a suitably defined set of allowable slgnals, Tis a time set, and d(.) is
the desired output shape. This problem is difficult to attack directly because of
the nondifferentiable cost functional; however, in Sec. I11 necessary conditions
for an optimum are obtained via the theory of directional Gateaux differentials. In Sec. I1 below we shall present a precise mathematical formulation of
the minimax problem and discuss several aspects relating to the sets S and 5,
and also consider various alternative problem formulations. Before doing this,
however, we shall briefly consider relevant portions of the history of the
optimal-signal-synthesisproblem.
The problem of optimal autocorrelation synthesis has attracted considerable
interest over the past two or three decade [33,34]. The first approach required
specification of $, checking that the Fourier transform '2 was positive and
realizable, and if so t h g any signal spectrum which satisfied IS(w)12=\Ir(w)
= i:,$(t)e-JU'df.
This approach is clearly unsatisfactory because of the
difficulty in specifying a $ which is in fact an autocorrelation. Various
techniques for approximating the chosen by a t+? which was known to be an
autocorrelation were also tried, but the whole approach turned out to be very
cumbersome 131. A more successful line of attack, associated with the names of
Dolph and Van der Maas (see [9, lo]), was to determine the narrowest
autocorrelation function for a given sidelobe level (or vice versa). These
autocorrelations are related to Chebyshev polynomials and have infinite unattenuated sidelobes. Moreover the optimal ?(a) is "Gaussian-like" with infinite
spikes at the edges of the allowable passband; thus the resulting signals are
unrealizable. Several approximations to the optimal autocorrelationshave been
developed so that the optimal performance can be closely approached with
realizable signals. The spectrum *(w) of the approximation is generally
Gaussian out to the band edge, and it becomes more uniform as the sidelobe
level increases [lo, 121. A second important development was provided by the
energy-optimal signals of Slepian, Landau, and Pollock [Ill, which maximize
the mainlobe energy subject to a constraint on the total energy. Using
spheroidal wave functions, it can be shown that the autocorrelations are also

+
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~~~~~~~~~~like," bewming uniform as the sidelobe level increases. One signal
which has used this uniform-spectrum idea is the popular h e a r EM waveform.
A different approach 1s to force Y ( w )to look like the power spectrum of a
single narrow pulse autocorrelation. The optimal signal in this case is a
phase-wded waveform called a Barker code. The autocorrelation function for
a Barker wde of length N has 2 N sidelobes each of height 1/N, but
unfortunately no codes have been found for N > 13 [I, 21, and such wdes
might not even exist. A variety of more wmplex codes are available, including
polyphase codes and the lmpulse equivalent waveforms of Huffman [I, 21. The
Huffman codes have both amplitude and phase modulation, and the autocorrelation has the maximum possible clear area on either side of the mainlobe
peak. Unfortunately, however, there is no useful method for designing these
codes, although some work is being done on th~sproblem [4-71.
As far as algorithms for designing optimal waveforms go, not much work
has been done. There are some methods for producing better wdes [4], but
there does not appear to have been any previous consideration along the lines
developed in this paper.
One of the major differences between the results presented here and
previous work is that we work dwectly on the signal and develop results and
algorithms for ensuring good autocorrelation functions, whereas most of the
treatments referred to above have worked with the autocorrelation function
itself, subject to evenness and positivity constraints on its Fourier spectrum,
and then found the signal by factorization.
2. SIGNAL. ANALYSIS AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section we shall formulate in precise mathematical terms a number
of useful autowrrelation synthesis problems. In order to proceed with this task
it is first necessary to define certain signal spaces and establish pertinent
properties of signals and autocorrelation functions on these spaces. These
properties can be then used to ensure that the problem formulations are
mathematically meaningful.
We shall assume throughout that the signal s ( . ) has the following properties:
(1) s is differentiable, with piecewise continuous derivatives.
(2) s(O)=s(T)=O, s(t)=O, t e [ O ,TI.
Denote the set of such s by 5 [ 0 ,TI.
As we have already noted, the signal autocorrelation function is given by
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.
(i) that + E C [ - T , T ] , the Banach space of
where 4 7 ) s ( f + ~ )Note
continuous functions on [ - T , TI, (ii) that is symmetric in t,

+

'.

and finally (iii) that +(O) = ( s , s ) = 11 s 11 (We shall subsequently have occasion
to use a sup norm. When distinction between this norm and the L, norm is
important, we shall use a subscript m or 2 as appropriate. An unsubscripted
norm will always denote an L, norm.)
It will often be convenient to define a time set 5 associated with the
sidelobes of #-for example

Thus the mainlobe is supported on (-6, S ) , and the sidelobes are defined as
any part of which is outside this interval. The set of allowable signals S will
depend upon the problem formulation, but some typical examples are

+

which constrains the signal energy and bandwidth, and
S=S,=

A

{ S E S [ O , T ] : max l s ( ~ ) [ < P ,
rE[O. TI

1l~ll~<~~11~11~)>
which constrains the signal bandwidth and peak power.
The signal bandwidth constraint we are using (113 1' < E2 11 s 11 ') is a secondmoment constraint which can be related to the signal Fourier transform by
Parseval's theorem, as we now show. It forces the signal to stay "smooth" and
is quite satisfactory for ow problem.
If we define the signal bandwidth /3 via

where S( f ) is the Fourier transform of the signal s, then direct application of
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Parseval's theorem gives

Thus, a constraint of the form

constrains the signal bandwidth to

The peak power constraint is of practical importance, since real radar
systems are always peak power limited. Further, the signal only has support on
a finite time interval [0, TI; thus the peak power constraint also implies a
maximum energy constraint. Some useful relationships between these constraints are contained in the following lemma.

LEMMA
2.1. For a s i g d sES[O, TI, suppose

Then

Proof. The proof of the first inequality is trivial. We prove the second.
Suppose that lls(t)ll attains its maximum value in [O,T] at t = t , . Define o(.)
and w ( . ) by

Notice that
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Consequently,

which yields the result. Equality results if and only if i ( t ) = 2 ~ ' / ~ for
/~
O < t < T/2, i ( t ) = - 2 P 1 / Z / ~for T/2 $ t $ T (or the negative).
Some implications of this result are:
(1) if the peak power and signal duration are constrained, then the signal
energy is automatically constrained to E < PT;
(2) if the second moment bandwidth, signal duration, and signal energy are
constrained then the peak power is automatically constrained to P$ $ BZET.
Also it is important to observe that an arbitrary choice of B and 6 will not
always force a sensible constraint on the allowable signal set. For example, if
BS is chosen too large, then it may be possible to find a signal of bandwidth B
such that its autocorrelation function has support only on (-6,S), i.e., has
no sidelobes. The following theorem makes this notion precise.

+

+

THEOREM
2.2. With P defined as (1/2nj11i112/II~112and +(t)=(s, st), for
any P6 > $, there exists a signal s€S[O, TI such that I+(t)l=O Vl tl 2 6.
Proof. Consider the variational problem:
minimize
subject to

llil12~2,
lls1I2=1,

The Lagrangian functional' for this problem becomes [21]

where A is a nonzero scalar and p(t) is a nonzero regular Bore1 measure on
1-T,Tl.
'See Appendix B. Had we required IIsI12< I, then A would have had to be a nonnegative
scalar.
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Taking Frechet differentialsin a direction h€S[O, TI, we obtain a necessary
condition for ( s , 1,p) to minimize L as

After some simple manipulations this becomes
2 ( i , h ) S2+2(h,As) + ( h , i T ( s , + s - , ) d p ( t )

)=O

Vh.

Finally, applying a well-known lemma [37, p. 501, we see that the optimal
signal must satisfy the second-order integrodifferential equation

as well as the conditions stated in the problem, i.e

We are unable to solve these necessary conditions directly. However, to prove
the theorem we shall take T = S , so that the signal is zero outside [ O , S ] . It
follows that J.(t)=Ooutside the intewal ( - S , S ) . For this case the necessary
conditions reduce to

One solutionZis now given by a half sine pulse

'AS suggested in the previous footnote, it is more natural to consider A>O, implying that
trigonometric so~utionsare of interest.
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and it is easy to see that

So this signal meets the requirements of the Theorem.
It is easy to check that other solutions of the necessary conditions above
yield signals which are pulses of sinusoids with radian frequency an integer
multiple of n/8. Such signals do not minimize 11911262, but-do meet the
existence condition of the theorem.
AU the signals found in this way are zero for It 1 >6. It turns out that at least
if S is continuous the requirement J . ( t ) = O for 1t1>6 forces s ( t ) to be zero
outside an interval of length 8. As far as we are aware, this is a novel
observation, and we include it for completeness.
THEOREM
2.3. With s€S[O, TI and with + ( t ) = ( s , s , ) , the equalities +(t)=O
Vl t I > 6, s(t,)s(t,)#O i q l y It, - t , 1 < a , and conversely.
Proof. Let [ y ,v ] be the smallest interval containing the points in which
s(t)#O. Then there exists e >0 with e <( v - y ) / 2 such that i is nonzero and of
constant sign in ( y , p+e] and [ v - e , v). Consider

on setting U = T - y - e / 2 .
Taking account of the definitions of [ p , v ] , we have

Because of the sign constraints on S and the fact that s(p)=s(v)=O, the
integrand is of constant sign except at the endpoints, where it is zero.
Therefore + ( v - p - E ) # 0. Consequently, v - p - e i 6 or v-p<S+e, or since e
is arbitrary, v - p $ 6 .
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The converse statement of the theorem is easily proved.
Several inequalities relating a function and its derivative are presented in
[22].One interesting example is Wirtinger's inequality, which when applied to
our problem states that if s(O)=s(8)=0 and J,Bs(t)dt=O, then P8 > 1. This
has implications for signal design problems where the average value of the
signal must be zero. Further results for periodic functions may also be found in
1221.
Below we show how Wirtinger's inequality and Theorem 2.2 can be combined to show a converse for Theorem 2.2.

THEOW 2.4. With quantities as defined earlier, sqpose for some signal
' s € S [ O , T ] there obtainr O<P8<f. Then $ E C [ - T , TI mwt have nonzero
siddobes on ?T={t€[-T, - 8 ] u [ 8 , T I ) .
Proof. To deduce a contradiction suppose there exists a signal with 0 < P a <
such that $ has zero sidelobes. By Theorem 2.3, the interval over which s ( . )
has nonzero support is at most 8. So without loss of generality, suppose
s€S[O, 81. Define over [0,28] a signal

It is trivial to check that

so that by Wirtinger's inequality

However, it is also easy to check that P,=P,, and by the original assumption
on s we have

Hence we have a contradiction.
Notice that, as shown earlier, the signal

achieves P,8= f . so we conclude that this signal has the smallest bandwidth for
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a givec support, and if we choose /3S < k, no signal exists for which $ is zero
on T.

REMARKS.There are several connections between the results presented
above and classical uncertainty results. The best known uncertainty result for
real signals concerns the product of second-moment bandwidth B and secondmoment tune spread T, TB > ;126-281. The optunum signal for this case is a
Gaussian pulse. These results and the more abstract results of [34, 351 have
many similarities with the Heisenberg uncertainty principle m quantum physics
[3, 241. Our results differ in that we are considemg the time-spread properties
of the autocorrelation of a finite-duration signal. Finite-duration signals are
also considered in [33, 361.
With these results out of the way, we are now in a position to formulate
realistic optimal-signal design problems. There can be several different.formulations, depending upon which parameters are specified and which are to be
optimized. The following examples illustrate this.
Problem 1. The bandwidth constraint B and the mainlobe width 26 are
specified with O<BS<n (i.e. O<PS< ;), the signal energy E is specified, and
the sidelobe level is to be minimized. The problem becomes
minimize
rES

where

(1) By Lemma 2.1 the peak power is automatically constrained by P

c 4 B~ET.
(2) The following generalization is often useful:

minimize
JES

for somed€C[-T,T] a n d 5

(t€[-T,T]}.
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(3) In many situations it is preferable to define

5 6 (s€S[O,T]: IIi/12SB211s11z,11sII&=P)
(4) An equivalent formulation to Problem 1 is:
g, ~ E R ,~ € 5

minimize
subject to

I<s,s,)l<g, f E 5 .

(5) It is possible to forces to be a bang-bang-type signal by defining

Note that the signal-bandwidth constraint is no longer meaningful in this case,
and we only consider s€L2[0, TI.
Problem 2. Constraining the sidelobe level and/or shape, mnirmze the
signal bandwidth:
minimize

I l l 2 s€S[O,T]

subject to

I(s,s,> -d(f)l Se(t),

where d, e€C[- T, TI.

REMARKS.
(1) Clearly d(0) and ~ ( 0 constrain
)
J.(O) in that

(2) From Lemma 2.1 we see that minimizing 119(1zalso keeps the peak
power down, since lls1/2and T a r e fixed. However, a peak-power constraint
could be added if necessary, or it could be the cost functional.
(3) Various alternatives to the above are possible, for example

-IIsII~

minimize
subject to

S

t4(-6,8),
Il~l12~BZllsl12.
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Problem 3. The same as Problem 2, except that now we want the matchedfilter response to be satisfactory despite perturbation in the input signal shape,
i.e.
minimize
subject to

114/l2, s€S[O,T]
I(c,,s>-d(t)l<~(t)

VtE[-T,Tl,

Vc:lc-sltB>O.

This problem has application to real systems, where a matched filter/signal
pair has been designed, but the actual signal is distorted in some way. It is
important that small signal distortions do not cause large sidelobes to appear.
Before proceeding with a detailed mathematical analysis of the three
problems presented above, we briefly remark on the question of the existence
of optimal solutions.
The usual approach to establishing existence relies upon some version of the
Weierstrass theorem, which effectively states that a q-continuous functional
rattains its extrema on a q-compact set, where q can refer to strong, weak, or
weak-star. The constraint sets in each of the problems above are only closed
and bounded, and without convexity properties it is extremely difficult to
establish any q-compactness property. Similarly, the cost functionals are all
continuous, hut without convexity it is not easy to establish the more severe
q-continuity results needed. For Problems 1, 2, and 3 above, however, we are
able to establish the existence of a finite infimum with the use of Theorems 2.2
and 2.4. It is important to note that existence is no longer a problem when the
finite-dimensional approximations are used for numerical results in Sec. 4.
3. OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS

As stated earlier, our aim in this paper is to investigate both theoretical and
practical aspects of the problem of optimal autoconelation synthesis. So far we
have formulated several problems directly related to real problems in radar
system design. In this section we shall move on to consider these problems
further and obtain sets of necessary condition which an optimal signal must
satisfy. Unfortunately the results are highly technical and not particularly
revealing from a practical viewpoint. They are however relevant to the derivation of numerical algorithms, and this aspect is further discussed in Sec. 4.
The first problem we shall examine is Problem 2. As can be seen from the
statement of the theorem following, the optimal signal must satisfy an integrodiiferential equation with delay, which is extremely difficult to solve in
closed form.
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TH~ORBM
3.1. IfsO€SIO,TI is optimal for Problem 2 and is a reguIarpoint3
of the constraint set, then there exists a A O s M [ - T, TI, the space of regular Bore1
measures on [ - T, TI such that
(i)

1 T
-iO+
2 J - T [ ~ 0 ( t + ~ ) + ~ 0 ( tdAO=O
-~)]

(ii)

where llAO1l.

t ' ~ E [ oT, I ,

( s o ,4) - d ( f ) ] dA"=IIAOll.,

I-TTe(t)ldAOl.

Proof. n e Lagrangian for Problem 2 is

where A,, h 2 E M + [ - T, TI are positive measures.
S i both upper and lower constraints cannot be active simultaneously, it
can be shown that A, and A, are mutually singular measures, and they can be
combined into A=A, -A,; thus the Lagrangian becomes

Taking the Frechet differential of L at s in a direction h, we obtain a necessary
condition for L to be minimized in s as

After some straightforward manipulations and applying a well-known lemma
from the calculus of variations [37, p. 471, it follows that 9 exists and that

)See Appendix B for a brief description of relevant functionof space optimization theory.
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The theorem now follows by straightforward application of the function-space
version of the Kuhn-Tucker theorem [Zl].
Below we establish several results required for the solution of Problem 1.
The major difficulty here is the nondifferentiable minimax cost functional. We
then apply these results to obtain the rather complicated necessary conditions
as stated in Theorem 3.5. An apparently simpler set of conditions is presented
in Theorem 3.4, but closer examination will reveal that these, like those in
Theorem 3.1 above, are complicated by the measure A'. A considerable
simplification of the results in Theorem 3.5 occurs if we assume that s is
continuous, and it has been used as the basis of a successful numerical
algorithm as discussed in Sec. IV.
The following definitions are required below.

where +(s, t ) = ( s , s , ) =+(t). Note that c ( s ) is continuous in s because 5 is
compact. Let

The following theorem will be useful for solving Problem 1.

1

8 + c ( i ;h ) fi lim - [ c ( ~ + ~ h ) - c ( s ) ]
LO+ A
=

sup 8+I+(i; h , t)l.
1 €?T.(?)

Proof. See Appendix A.

LEMMA3.3.

Proof. From the symmetry of +($, t ) .
Lemma 3.3 tells us that there is no need to consider
interval [ - T , TI. Thus we can redefine T and 5*as

T"{t:8<t<T)

H

+ over the whole
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For example, if achieves its maximum at t = t E F , then F*={E] and the
directional Gateaux differential of c ( s ) in a direction h is given, according to
Theorem 3.2, by

Of course, must also have an equivalent maximum at t= -E, but by Lemma
3.3 above the same directional differential will do for both points.

T m o m 3.4. If so solves Problem 1 and is a reg&-point of the constraints,
and a measure A0 E M [ - T , T ] with dAO=O
then there exists pO#O, yoO.
Vt&7*(s0)and llAOlla J f r l d A O l =1 such that
(i) -2y0i+2a0+ JT,(s,+s-,)dAO=O,
(ii) p O ( l l ~ ~ 1 1 ~ - ~ ) = 0 ,
(iii) y0()190112-BZ/E)=0.
Proof. Note the equivalence between Problem 1 and the formulation in
Remark (4) afterward. Apply the Kuhn-Tucker conditions and follow the
techniques used in Theorem 3.1.
H
An alternative set of necessary conditions may be obtained by applying
Theorem 3.3 to Problem 1. The following result is immediately clear.

(h(~),2y~i~(r)+~~(s~(t)+s!~(t)+2p~)dt)

if(sO,sp)>o
orif ( ~ ~ , s s p ) = O a n d ( s p + s ! ~ , h>0,
)
max
6.5yr9.

)

( 6 ( ~ ) , 2 ~ ~ 9~~T (( ~
- ~) ~+( t ) - s ~ c ( t ) + 2dtp 0 )
7

y 0 ( l l ~ 0 1 ~ 2 -B~/E)=o.
(iii) pO(llso 11 lZ - E ) = 0.

(u)

Proof. See Appendix C.
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REMARK. If we further assume that the second derivative of s is continuous,
then the differential condition in Theorem 3.5 can be rewritten as

or if (sO,sp) =Oand (s:+sOc, h) <0,
0 otherwise

Finally we briefly examine Problem 3. This problem is intractable as it
stands, and there does not exist any mechanism for determining necessary
wnditions for optimality. However, we are able to establish an equivalence
between two signal sets which allows us to rewrite the problem in a form where
the Gateaux differential ideas of Theorem 3.1 can be applied and necessary
conditions obtained as in Theorem 3.7.

T H ~ O R3.6.
~ MThe following signal sets are equivalent:

where 8(.) is a function nonnegative everywhere;

Proof.
(1) s € S 2 ~ s € S , . Let c=s+8, IS1<8>0; thenfor any fixedt,
I(ct,s> -491 4 4 f )
a I(st,s>+<8t,s>-d(t)l<e(f)

Now take 8(0) such that S(~+t)=sgn[(s,,S ) -d(t)]sgn s(r) 8(r+t). Then

OPTIMAL AUTOCORRELATION SYNTHESIS
(2) s € S I ~ s € S 2 .If c=s+6and 161<@>0,
I ( c t . ~ -)d ( f ) l < l ( s t , s ) - d ( f ) l + l ( ~ r , ~ ) I
<I(st,s>-d(t)l+<@t,lsl).

The result is then an immediate consequence of the definitions.

rn

THEOREM
3.7. If so €[O, TI is optimalfor Problem 3 anda regularpoint of the
constraints, then there exist positive measures A:, A; such that4

where A: =A:

+A;

and A t =A: - A;, and such that
" , s t )-d,+(@,,IsOl)-e)dAy=O,

Proof. The directional Gateaux differential of the Lagrangian can be written as

4Ths square brackets [ ] mean ewwhiw in the abow line.
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where

4. NUMERICAL ALGORITHM
In this section we present and discuss an algorithm for solving Problem 1.
~keliminarytests with the algorithm on the PDPllj45 at the University of
Newcastle have shown that it is capable of finding signals with "good"
autoconelation properties.
Rewriting Problem 1, we have to establish

given

A gradient algorithm for solving this problem can be obtained directly from
the necessary conditions stated in Sec. 3 and is given by

where a" >0,Pk>0 are scalar step sequences, and Ak is a scalar sequence. The
descent direction l k € 5 [ 0 ,TI is given by

OPTIMAL AUTOCORRELATION SYNTHESIS
when

In case T*(s)is not simply a singleton [i.e. when the sidelobes of $ ( r ) achieve
their maximum value at more than one point] we denote the descent direction
for any point E€T*(s)by
NOWthe descent direction used in the algorithms
is any I* satisfying

It.

In order to implement this algorithm on a digital computer it is necessary to
approximate the signal s by an n-dimensional vector s € R n . Instead of simply
discretizing the algorithm above, however, it is instructive to derive the discrete
algorithm directly from a discrete version of Problem 1. Consider the problem
minimize
sER'

subject to

s'Gs<B2,
s's= I,

where

approximates the signal time derivative at t = i by sf-s,,,,
matrix such that

Fjs=[O,O,...,s,, s,,
Now the Lagrangian for this problem is

...,s,-!]'.

and F, is a shifting
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Proceeding as in the continuous case in Sec. 3, we finally obtain the following
gradient algorithm:

The above expression for 1: assumes that i(sk)'FjskI achieves a maximum at
i= +{. If the maximum is achieved at several pairs of points, then any descent
direction which makes a positive inner product with every 1: will do. More
sophisticated schemes for multiple maxima are available [15, 16, 18-20].

REMARKS.
The algorithm was tried and found to work quite well, but
difficulty was experienced with the step selection (ak,pk) and with the
occurrence of multiple extrema. The most successful applications of the
algorithm were when the initial signal was one with good sidelobe properties
(13-bit Barker code, for example). In these cases the algorithm rapidly reduced
the sidelobe level, but usually with fairly detailed amplitude modulations on
the original signal. We believe that with further work and when carefully
applied our algorithm will prove to be quite useful.
In order to overcome the problems of step selection and multiple extrema,
two techniques were employed.
Firstly the algorithm was written in such a fashion that considerable user
interaction took place. Thus the operator could let the program run n steps and
then view the waveform, gradient signal, etc. on a graphical display. This
feature enabled the user to determine the effects of varying the step sizes and
to gauge il a local minimum had been reached. These interactive features
appear to be very powerful in difficult optimization problems.
Secondly an adaptive random search algorithm was sometimes used to
unjam the algorithm whenever a local minimum was reached.
5. DISCRETE-TIME RESULTS

It is instructive to consider the discrete-time version of the uncertainty
result presented in Sec. 2. Define the bandwidth P of a discrete-time signal
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vector s' = ( s , ...s N )as

or equivalently

p 2 = ( i 2n
) 2 g ' Gs'sS '
where

We can state the following theorem.
THEOREM
2.5. For ON discrete-time signals consisting of N samples,

Proof. Consider the optimization problem:

minimize
subject to

S'GS,

S G R ~

s's=l.

Clearly the optimum signal satisfies the eigenvector equation
GsO=AsO,
and it is well known that the eigenvalues of G are given by
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The smallest of these eigenvalues is

With the associated eigenvector, it gives rise to p2=(l/2n)'A-,

or

For all signals, then, we must have

Notice that for large N , the lower bound is approximately 1/2(N+ 1).
Similarly, it is possible to establish a discrete-time version of Wirtinger's
inequality and provide discrete-time versions of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4.
6. CONCLUSION

The problem of signal design given desired autocorrelation properties is
important in a variety of real situations. The problem is not well understood,
and considerable work remains to he done. In this paper we have examined
certain aspects of optimal signal design via optimization theory. The results are
by no means complete, but they do indicate that further work along these lmes
may lead to useful algorithms. Basically five aspects of the problem have been
considered here. Firstly we established several uncertainty results relating
signal properties to signal autocorrelation properties. Secondly, three fundamental signal design problems were formulated. Thirdly, basic necessary
conditions were presented which characterize the solutions to these signal
design problems. Fourthly, these conditions were employed to develop numerical algorithms for findmg the desired signals, and finally certain aspects of
discretetime signal design were presented.
APPENDIX A. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2
For t€T*(s) and f€T*(i) it is clear that
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Hence, subtracting thcse inequalities, it follows that

Now let s=i+Ah for A>O; then

for all t ~ T * ( i + A h ) .
Now examining the second inequality and taking limits, we have
1
1
liminf
A+O*
i;[c(~+~h)-c(~)]>liminfx[~+(~+~h,i)l-~+(i,
A-,o*

i)l]

Since i € T * ( i ) is arbitrary, we have
1
liminf X [ c ( s + ~ h ) - c ( i ) ] > sup 6 + l + ( i ;h , t ) l .
r€T-(9

&-to+

We now examine the first inequality. Firstly note that for A > O sufficiently
small
I+(s+Ah, t ) l = I + ( s , t ) l + s + I + ( i ; h , t ) l + p ( A , t )

and
limp(A,t)=O

A-0'

Thus

uniformlyin1.
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where %(T*(S)) is any neighborhood which contains T*(S), and because Tis
compact, it follows that the point-to-set map T*(S) is continuous in the sense
that it is always possible to find a S>O such that T*(s)c%(T*(s)) for
11 s-S 11 < 8. Taking limits above, we see that
1
limsupj;[c(d+~h)-c(S)]
a-O*

<
<

sup

S+l$(S; h, t)l

tew~.(*)

{

id
sup 8 + l $ ( ~h,f)l)
;
a(%-(*)tea(T*(a)

The result follows immediitely.
APPENDIX B
The following results are helpful in the derivations of Sec. 3.
Consider the following general nonconvex optimization problem:
minimize

f(s),

sES,

subject to

Hj(s)<O,

i = l , ..., n,

k,(s)=O,

j= 1,..., m ,

where f: S+R, H,: S+Z,, ki: S-tR, and S and Z, are real normed linear
spaces, and where P,cZi are convex cones which generate partial orderings on
the Z, denoted by < and defined by

. X Z:+R,

The Lagraipian for this problem, L :Sx Z: x . .

is defined by

where A,€P: CZ;. , the dual positive cones on the dual spaces Z:. Now if
positive cones P, have nonempty interiors and the mappings H,: S+Zi are
Frechet differentiable, then an element sO€Sis defied as a regular point of
the constraints H,(s)<O if so satisfies the constraints and there exists r € S
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such that

.

where the primed term refers to Frechet differential of Hi at so with increment
r.

THEOREM.
If s O € Ssolws theproblem abow and i f s o a regularpoint of the
inequali@ conrfmints, then there exist Lagrange mult@liers

and

ER,

# 0 such that

(1) L ( s , At.. .At, a:.. .PO,)is stationary at so,
(2) H,(sO)<O,i=l, ...,n ,
(3) k,(sO)=O,i= 1,..., m,
(0 A:.H,(sO)=O,i=l ,..., n.
Proof. See 1211.

APPENDIX C: PROOF OF THEOREM 3.5
The Lagrangian functional for Problem 1 can be written as

Now L is not differentiable with respect to s in the Frechet sense; however, it
is possible via Theorem 3.4 to determine the directional Gateaux differential,
and a necessary condition for L to be stationary at so is that

Now it is easy to see that
(a)

6+(11S0112-B2/~;
h)=2(i0, h ) ,

(h,sp+sO,)

(c)

8+(l(~O,~p>
h )l =
; ( h , -sp-s!,)
I(s~+sO,,h)l

where Lemma 3.3 has been applied to show (c).

if

( s O , s p )>O,

i f ( s O , s p )<O,
i f ( s O , s ~=0,
)

R. .
I
.
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Finally, combining the above and observing that

we obtain the result.
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